


General Information
The camp is located in the village of Baykal, 

which is part of the Municipality of Dolna Mitropolia, 
situated in the central part of Northern Bulgaria, 
in the heart of the Danube Plain. Two of the largest 
Bulgarian rivers, The Vit and The Iskar, pass through 
the municipality area, which is one of the reasons for 
favourable climate conditions – warm summer, about 
25-30 °C, lots of sunshine, lit tle rain. The combination 
of enchanting nature, numerous attractions, cultural 
monuments from dif ferent historical eras and unique 
ethnographic heritage make the place an attractive 
destination.



Indoor activities include natural sciences, ecology, design, 
making experiments, astronomical observations, which are 
held at The Municipal Center for Extracurricular Activities. 
Participants use not only Internet-based resources, namely 
sites, blogs, portals for space and astronomy, but also 
materials from Scientix portal. Together with their trainers, 
they make a great part of the visual aids and materials 
from available and waste materials, adapted to their age 
and individual preferences. They use astronomy software 
for making 3D images of cells and astronomical objects 
and determine their size. The activities are organized with 
the inclusion of interactive methods and forms of training 
- IBSL – Inqyiry Based Science Learning, Project-based 
training, Learning by doing. Outdoor activities include bird 
watching, historical hunts, nature exploration, Astro party. 
Participants go hiking or cycling to nearby sights for these 
activities. Participants eat and sleep at the Center.

Proposed Programme 
1st day: Arrival and Welcome
2nd day: Ecology Module

1. Birdie Memory - use of Augmented Reality for exploring 
and learning bird songs.

Learn more about common bird species (in the park, in the 
forest) by using interactive posters AR (Augmented Reality) 
from www.birdiememory.com with the application: Birdie 
Memory and www.quivervision.com with the application: 
Quiver - 3D Coloring App

2. Use of information and communication technology in 
activities for birds – Meeting the harbingers of spring within the 
framework of ‘Living Spring’. The activities provoke observation, 
love of nature and birds in particular, the use of information 
and communication technology and the Internet. Participants 
register on the site of the event and through real observations 
of 4 species of birds - heralds of spring, enter their data. 

Astronomy Module

Workshop for Constellations - production of simple 
astronomy devices - mobile star map, constellation models

http://www.quivervision.com/


3rd day: Ecology Module

1. DISCOVERER - an environmental expedition

Eco-hiking along а route including picturesque localities, 
historical monuments, the Danube River and observation of 
waterfowls.

2. Presentation of the LaMote Mobile Water Research 
Laboratory to the World Water Association and the 
opportunities everybody to participate in the World Water 
Monitoring Challenge.

4th day: SunTime

Paper Sundial. Nano School - Nanotechnology Activities 
and Materials

Under the Stars Classroom - evening observations with 
telescopes and laser astro shows of visible constellations.

5th day: Coding and Computer Modelling Module

1. Mission Mars 2020

2. Makey Makey - make bananas play like a piano

3. Scottie Go - educational game through computer 
modelling and coding.

Arts and History Module

Drawing the Universe with Fingers - an art workshop



6th day: Arts and History Module

1. When in Ancient Rome … - a visit to the ancient Roman 
city Ulpia Eskus.

Sports Module 

1. Water Olympics - fun and educational water sports 
games

2. VR /virtual reality/. А Journey to the Solar System. How 
to make 3D glasses.

3. Draw with Light - art workshop

7th day: 
1. Our Planet Earth is an interactive lesson on Earth 

issues. The GLOBE (NASA) Project - Physics and Ecology 
Together in Monitoring Cloud Systems and Tree Heights 
Using Mobile Phones and / or tablets. 

The mission is practical research on the flora and fauna 
of the Danube River, as well as the physical and chemical 
indicators of the River with the help of smartphone 
applications and a mobile field laboratory for studying 
running water. A special task will be programming in 
nature. Methodological approach: IBSL - Inquiry Based 
Science Learning, learning by doing, gaming based learning, 
teamwork.

The mission will also include an art workshop ‘Draw the 
Danube’ with special paint on white T-shirts. 

PlantSnap - Plant research with the application: PlantSnap

Finally, all teams put the gathered information on the 
map.

2. Bird Restaurant - production of bird feeders from 
available materials.



8th day: Service Day

Nations Evening

9th day: Pleven Historical Museum

The Regional Historical Museum in the town of Pleven 
is among the biggest museums in Bulgaria and houses an 
impressive collection of 180 000 objects with archaeological, 
ethnographic and natural departments and some others. The 
exhibits in the natural department, for example, represent the 
flora and fauna in the area and range in date from 45 to 60 
millions of years ago. Some interesting objects like cave bear 
bones, mastodon teeth, shark teeth, etc, may be seen there.

Shopping, Farewell Party and Camp fire

10th day: Departure Day

 

 



WE EXPECT YOU IN 
BULGARIA - 

LAND OF ANCIENT 
HISTORY AND CULTURE

LAND OF UNIQUE 
NATURE AND WILDLIFE

The Krushuna Waterfalls, 

The Raiskoto Praskalo Waterfall 
- the highest on the Balkans

Black Stork / Ciconia nigra /

Tsarevets Medieval Fortress in 
the town of Veliko Tarnovo

Pobiti Kamani /Stone Desert/

The Magura Cave

The Prohodna Cave
/known as God’s Eyes/

King Teres’ Gold Mask,
5th century BC

The Oldest Gold in the World in 
Varna, Bulgaria


